Abstract
Recent advancements in crowd simulation unravel a wide range of functionalities for virtual agents, delivering highly-realistic, natural virtual crowds. Such systems are of particular importance to a variety of applications in fields such as: entertainment (e.g., movies, computer games); architectural and urban planning; and simulations for sports and training. However, providing their capabilities to untrained users necessitates the development of authoring frameworks. Authoring virtual crowds is a complex and multi-level task, varying from assuming control and assisting users to realise their creative intents, to delivering intuitive and easy to use interfaces, facilitating such control. In this paper, we present a categorisation of the authorable crowd simulation components, ranging from high-level behaviours and path-planning to local movements, as well as animation and visualisation. We provide a review of the most relevant methods in each area, emphasising the amount and nature of influence that the users have over the final result. Moreover, we discuss the currently available authoring tools (e.g., graphical user interfaces, drag-and-drop), identifying the trends of early and recent work. Finally, we suggest promising directions for future research that mainly stem from the rise of learning-based methods, and the need for a unified authoring framework.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Interactive simulation; Motion path planning; Collision detection; Intelligent agents;

1. Introduction
Crowds constitute an important part of our daily lives; we interact with them in streets, workplaces, concerts, etc. Thus, the computer graphics and animation community has been exploring various ways to simulate and animate virtual crowds, reflecting the characteristics of real humans; behaviours, group dynamics, interpersonal and environment interactions, etc. Achieving believable virtual crowds is an essential component of numerous significant applications e.g., computer games, movies, architectural visualisations. Crowd behaviour typically emerges from the interaction between many individual autonomous agents. These agents can be simulated through a large variety of methods. However, achieving a specific final behaviour out of the emergent interaction between autonomous entities, can be extremely challenging and is a common problem amongst these methods. Thus, authoring tools enabling users to describe the desired final behaviour of a crowd, or even tune certain parameters to further polish the resulting simulation, are key for populating lively environments.

1.1. Crowd simulation and authoring
Depending on the nature of the application, authors focus on satisfying certain application-specific characteristics. Therefore, there are many levels to authoring including considerations of interactivity, scale and variety. For instance, when looking to author a crowd in terms of editing a finished product (at run-time and according to additional requirements), as for example in video games, then the authoring process revolves around interactive manipulation. On the other hand, in cases where we care about the global behaviour of crowds, as in architectural visualisations and urban cities, the attention shifts back to authoring how crowds move at a macroscopic scale, or controlling aspects of the environment. At a smaller scale, there is a need to consider the level of intelligence of the virtual agents, with interest being directed towards producing characters who exhibit various behaviours and autonomy. These are particularly useful in more creative applications such as movies, while still being relevant for urban planning, allowing for pedestrians to have meaningful and consistent whereabouts. Variety in character appearance is also invaluable to the realism of the virtual crowd.

The underlying concept that unites all of these is crowd simulation. Authoring provides ways to manipulate crowd simulators and their parameters, or the results of crowd simulations (i.e. editing). In that sense, as previously stated, there are many levels to authoring, highlighting its complexity. It ranges from generating and running the simulation, to altering its aspects at a later stage. An authoring system aims to give control to the users to realise their creative intents, through intuitive and natural interfaces, thus alleviating the need for user expertise. Additionally, providing tools for interactive modification of the content at every stage of the sim-
ulation, leads to flexible systems that enable instant feedback and visualisation of the results, helping authors to achieve the desired outcome. Authoring tools range from coding and scripting to GUIs (Graphical User Interfaces), reflecting the amount of user experience required which varies in each case e.g., GUIs are intuitive tools, usable by non-experts.

In this survey, we turn our attention to methods for authoring virtual crowds. Authoring may apply to several different aspects of crowd simulation, making this a complex and multi-level task. Aiming to help the reader understand the full extent of the task of authoring crowds, we propose a categorisation of authorable aspects, by identifying six main components of crowd simulation that allow for content modification: high-level behaviours; path-planning; local movements; 3D body animation; visualisation; and post-processing. Each component affects certain crowd characteristics, all influencing the realism and believability of virtual crowds.

There has been a large number of crowd simulation models that have emerged over the last few decades [vTP21,MCT21]. The combination of having so many models and also many aspects that can be simulated in a crowd (see bubbles in Figure 1) suggests a lack of consistency in previous literature that hinders the attempts for a unified approach for authoring. Each researcher provides specific authoring tools that can be exclusively applied to the set of parameters available in their model. We believe the timeline of this survey is important due to the need to evaluate all different authoring approaches that have been proposed so far, and to discuss their advantages and limitations. This will allow us to start leading the discussion towards a unified authoring pipeline, so that in the near future we could have a framework built of interchangeable models for each of the identified bubbles in Figure 1, sharing a common authoring interface.

1.2. The bubble space of crowd authoring

For further clarification of the proposed structure, we build a diagram with the relevant crowd simulation components, depicted in Figure 1. The individual components extend the diagram according to what aspects can be edited. These represent what can be authored for each component, giving a general idea of the levels at which the user can influence the simulation. The green bubbles in the diagram can each be further extended to demonstrate popular interfaces through which authoring of these aspects can be achieved.

More specifically, regarding high-level behaviours, we can define agents’ agendas or describe their desires. The former includes specification of spawn and exit location, goal destinations, and schedules corresponding to pre-planned sequence of tasks. Authoring desires aims to reflect agent intentions and motivations. This component is the most prominent, influencing the rest, with past research tackling this kind of authoring mostly via scripting and drag-and-drop GUIs of behavioral units.

Additionally, defining path-planning aspects corresponds to authoring global paths, trajectories, or the planning strategy. This is done by indicating the desired group flow or character paths, mainly achieved through sketch-based interfaces (e.g., sketching arrows). For global paths, authoring group formations usually by
drawing them, is also relevant, whereas editing the planning strategies concerns the environmental and other factors taken into consideration before implementing the path-planning algorithm.

In a similar manner, local movements deal with: avoidance strategies, and local interactions with other agents (local group behaviours) or with the environment. Mainly, the authoring of local movements and behaviours is addressed by previous literature with low-level parameter specification using coding or basic GUIs that allow the user to specify values for a rather small set of parameters.

Meanwhile, editing body animation includes modifying the animation clips or influencing the perceived motion variety. Past work has explored ways of editing the data, blending and interpolating, as well as manipulating the animation clips subject to authors’ wishes. This is often done manually, while motion variety can also be obtained by some more expressive interfaces (e.g., gestures). Commercial software has focused on this, delivering the so-called motion templates that facilitate authoring crowd diversity.

Appearance considerations comprise the visualisation component, which deals with body mesh deformations (e.g., shape, gender, scale), and other character attributes such as textures, colours, and accessories. For this component, we talk about characteristics that can be authored for static agents and scenes, without considering movements. In practice, the employment of assets and templates assists such visualisation descriptions.

The final component of crowd simulation refers to post-processing and is concerned with editing the finished product. Authoring then, comes down to interactive and direct manipulation of the simulated and animated crowd. This affects all previous components, since editing operations can be applied to path-planning, local movements, animation etc. Various types of intuitive interfaces have been developed so far, some requiring more user experience, and others being more suited to novice users, with deformation gestures being highly convenient.

Figure 1 presents an overview of an authoring system’s functionalities in the form of bubbles instead of the traditional pyramid for
mat. This intentional layout attempts to emphasise the task’s pecu-
liarity, in the sense that authoring can deal with one of these compo-
nents, or all of them together. Ideally, a perfect system would allow
authoring all the elements, but the majority of past research focuses
on one or two, and the rest are taken as default (e.g., from the AI and
animation systems of a game engine). It is also important to note
that often, several of these bubbles could be overlapping to some
extent, because the components’ behaviour may be entangled. For
example, a mental state aspect such as experiencing stress, could
affect the path finding in terms of route selection, but also the local
movement in terms of velocity and personal space preferences.

1.3. Survey overview
This paper attempts to clarify and provide structure to the task of
authoring, by dismantling the authorable components into some
suggested categories. We believe that this standardisation will make
it easier to establish which aspects lack the desired efficiency, as
well as unveil the underlying workings needed to create successful
authoring systems. Moreover, we aim to provide the reader with an
overview of what has been already done in the field, and how cur-
rent state-of-the-art is achieved. Thus, this survey appeals to both
inexperienced audiences, looking to understand the basics of au-
thoring virtual crowds, and more experienced readers, invoking the
need for some standardised structure.

However, it is important to note that such structuring is difficult,
since there are several grey areas between each of the categories,
which are highly interconnected and integrated within each other.
Our attempt is to shed light on the underlying purpose and common
characteristics of these aspects in order to reach a rational categori-
sation. For the purposes of this survey, we: identify the authorable
components of crowds simulation (Figure 1-blue bubbles); propose
a categorisation of these components according to what aspects can
be authored (Figure 1-green bubbles); discuss the main methods
used by previous research to tackle this task for each component;
and present the available interfaces through which users can author
the simulation content.

All the above are considered for each crowd simulation compo-
nent separately. Hence, the rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 deals with high-level behaviours; Section 3 is concerned
with path-planning; Section 4 refers to local movements; Section 5
represents body animation; Section 6 turns attention to visualisa-
tions; and Section 7 looks into post-processing operations. We con-
clude with Section 8, by discussing the content of this survey, and
highlighting key points such as what are the current limitations and
potential interesting directions for future work.

2. High-level behaviours
In simulated crowds, agents often align their actions with the gen-
eral movement either guided towards certain environment loca-
tions, or follow indicated trajectories. However, in these cases, the
agents do not exhibit intelligent behaviours, and thus the resulting
crowds suffer in terms of realism. Therefore, an important com-
ponent of virtual crowds is the agents’ high-level behaviours. In
this context, they refer to the behaviours of individual agents who
function as part of a crowd but also have their own purpose, such
as having a target position or following an agenda. High-level be-
aviours are mainly looked at from an agent-centric point of view,
which adds to the realism of the virtual crowd by means of emer-
gent global behaviours and behaviour diversity.

Hence, controlling such high-level behaviours is of particular
interest in the authoring domain. For most authoring applications
such as computer games and movies, the focus of the author is not
limited to guiding the crowd as a whole or controlling purpose-less
characters, but also includes the control of the crowd using high-
level descriptions. To this end, past work has touched on editing
several useful aspects of the high-level agent behaviours.

This level of authoring is perhaps the most important as it could
influence all the other components e.g., path-planning, local move-
ments. Therefore, we dedicate this section to the review of meth-
ods for authoring behaviours at a high level. We discuss two main
aspects which can be edited by the user to achieve the expected
behaviours: the agents’ agendas, and desires.

2.1. Agendas
One way to control agents at a high-level, is through defining their
agendas. For realistic movie and computer game scenes for ex-
ample, where protagonists find themselves in a crowded area, the
background characters in the crowd need to behave naturally by
performing a series of tasks that are logically related. Therefore,
the presence of crowds with intelligent agents, having their own agen-
das, is crucial for the analysis and the perceived plausibility of the
crowds. Past work on controlling agendas focuses mostly on speci-
fying the spawn and exit points of the agents, as well as describing
their schedule more explicitly by incorporating more information
leading to the presence of intermediate tasks.

2.1.1. Spawns and exits
The most straightforward purpose that agents can have is their
good destinations. Most of the literature dealing with crowd simu-
lacion aspects like path-planning and global path-finding, has user-
specification start and exit points of agents as prerequisites for their
systems. Defining these points comprises a high-level authoring
task and is tackled in a number of ways. For methods incorporating
navigation graphs in the path-planning stage, control over the goal
destination is often achieved via updating the relevant graph nodes.
Early work on this by Yersin et al. [YMC05] allows for descrip-
tion of goal destinations through a GUI, which updates a semi-
tically augmented navigation graph instead of inputting these goals
in vector form.

Also, some research exploring macroscopic approaches utilises
dynamic potential fields. Treuille et al. [TCP06] employ continuum
crowds, a model based on dynamic potential fields, which handles
global planning in a collision-free manner both for static and dy-
namics objects (Figure 2). This facilitates the authoring of goal-
oriented crowds, which is achieved via manual parameter selection.

Another way of incorporating user-specified spawn/exit points is
to add them as another layer of a multi-layered map representa-
tion. Particularly, the system by McIlveen et al. [MMHR16] passes
control to the user in terms of spawn/exit specification through an
paths and sequence of tasks under spatial, temporal and personal aspects are authored via common Microsoft Office tools, thus accommodating non-experts. In another work, De Paiva et al. [dPVM05] worked on the cognitive aspect, incorporating knowledge and learning into their framework. Shao and Terzopoulos [ST07] allow authoring of agent needs by incorporating a memory component to their system and representing the mental state of agents with individual parameters such as densities (d), (e).

2.1.2. Schedules

Agents usually imply more complex schedules than merely having a goal destination, since they determine a sequence of tasks that need to be followed by the agent, or places they need to visit. Naturally, destination points are incorporated into the agents’ agendas, since they are part of the tasks to be completed. One main advantage of being able to author such schedules is their effectiveness in creating believable virtual cities.

Albeck’s CAROSA system, presented in [All10], is seminal in this area. This system handles instructions in the form of agent responsibilities, and descriptions of agent characteristics. Such aspects are authored via common Microsoft Office tools, thus accommodating non-experts. In another work, De Paiva et al. [dPVM05] propose the UEM (Urban Environment Model) composed of agents with profiles that define the movements and stays during the day. These profiles are defined through coding and consist of a list of time intervals, followed by a fixed place or place category to alternate between random and fixed places. Alternatively to ontology-based methods, Jorgensen and Lamarche [JL14] propose a model to endow virtual agents with scheduling capabilities of long-term tasks, defining paths and sequence of tasks under spatial, temporal and personal characteristics. The activities are modelled using hierarchical descriptions based on the combinations of tasks and constructors, which indicates how the tasks can be combined. Then, the scheduler takes these descriptions for building a sequence of tasks to be performed, minimising the effort measured by the distance that agents have to move to complete the activities. Mathew et al. [MKMA19] also deal with user-specified goals and intentions, modifying the urban layout according to those specifications. A visual example of their framework can be seen in Figure 4. Rogla et al. [RP21] demonstrate the capabilities of their system in an urban environment with park, work, and school buildings. They integrate their PCG (Procedural Crowd Generation) model to a game engine and enable the specification of agendas using a rule-based grammar. Their system allows for environment manipulations as well, such as copy and paste of objects in different locations, and adding landmarks.

2.2. Desires

An additional authoring aspect is the specification of agents’ desires and motivations. To some degree, this is related to Section 2.1 in that, the series of actions to be satisfied by the agents reflect their desires. Despite the conceptual similarities, we claim that an agent’s desire relates to temporary, spontaneous intentions as opposed to pre-planned sets of tasks. These correspond to emotional state, ambitions, or individual traits e.g., personality and attitude. These can be selected to affect individual agents or a portion of the population, thus allowing users to decide the level of detail they want to author.

Early work by Badler et al. [BBA+98] turns the attention to describing a scenario according to high-level instructions given by the user in natural language, translated to low-level actions by parameterised rules. Alternatively, Musse and Thalmann [MT01] use scripting to describe reactions and behaviours on an agent-level as well as group-level. Funge et al. [FTT99] worked on the cognitive aspect, incorporating knowledge and learning into their framework. Shao and Terzopoulos [ST07] allow authoring of agent needs by incorporating a memory component to their system and representing the mental state of agents with individual parameters such as tiredness and curiosity. Being able to specify personality traits of agents is highly valuable to authoring systems e.g., Yu and Terzopoulos [YT07] via parameter manipulations yield attributes like courage. These traits affect various levels of crowd simulation, in addition to the high-level behaviours component; the HiDAC model.
[PAB07] directly affects path-planning. Desires of being close to other agents are also incorporated in some path-planning systems like Crowd art [JCC15].

Lee et al. [LCHL07] allow for control of behaviour models learned from video data. Authoring corresponds to creating the environment layout and annotating it according to the desired behaviour models, eventually assigning each agent to behaviours, such as chatting (Figure 5). Li and Allbeck [LA11] implement a system based on roles and role switching. Each agent has a set of roles, employed in accordance with simulation conditions such as time, location, needs or reactions to other agents. The roles are defined by activities that indicate the places where the agent should be according to the simulation time. They also define the behaviour of agents within the places they moved to. The definition of roles and activities is through code, using well-defined data tuples.

Later work by Krontiris et al. [KBK16] presents a framework revolving around user-specified agent desires, translated intobehaviours via influence maps. The environment plays a significant role, as it can be used to define environmental attractors. This enables a range of applications including the emergence of heterogeneous crowds, as well as desired group dynamics by declaring other agents as attractors. Similarly, Aschwanden et al. [AHH19] populate virtual cities where agents are endowed with sensors to see and hear the attractors on the environment, and dynamically change the locations they planned to visit. Zhang et al. [ZSH19] provide a framework that defines the movement and behaviour of agents inside a building, with rooms satisfying space, behaviour and motivation constraints. The authoring process consists of defining numerical parameters that indicate the desired building occupancy over time, the proportion of agents performing the behaviours defined per room, and the motivation level the agents have for these behaviours. The schedulers aim to resolve the occupancy and behaviour distribution constraints, maximising the agent’s motivation. Normoyle et al. [NLS14] allow for specification of duration, ordering, and preferences and create a model satisfying these constraints according to a stochastic graph.

Furthermore, Kraayenbrink et al. [KKT14] focus their research on re-usable crowd templates to author scenes based on agent desires and ambitions selected via an interactive editor, illustrated in Figure 7. They make use of a BDI (Belief, Desire, Intention) agent model variation and achieve such re-usability by minimising the environment information that the agents are required to possess, and storing it into the environment objects instead. Recent work by Mathew et al. [MBA20] use indicators for behaviour specification and employ a swarm optimisation model.

Extending the range of possible applications, Kapadia et al. [KSF11] focus on developing an authoring framework which facilitates the generation of user-specified storylines, while attempting to minimise the authoring burden of specifying low-level parameters. Their behaviour generation framework allows authoring of the state and action space, refined by the use of modifiers through scripting, as seen in Figure 8. This work is useful for developing narratives and scenarios like authoring a robbery scene.

The introduction of logical constructs and cognitive models such as smart events, planners and especially PBTs (Parameterised Behaviour Trees) has opened the door to a whole new range of capabilities. Kapadia et al. [KFST16] turn attention to partial-order planners to automatically complete partial user specifications. This is of particular importance in the context of authoring, since it further alleviates the burden of having to specify all agent actions. Their system allows authors to describe a story containing the main events with intermediate, secondary ones being automatically generated, permitting the production of more sophisticated scenarios, easily. Related work by Kapadia et al. [KSS16] demonstrates the authoring of a market scene utilising smart events, affords and PBTs. This system, again allows the user to define the Story Arcs, through an easy-to-use graphical interface (Figure 9). The inter-
2.3. Industry software

Various tools have been created for authoring high-level behaviours, especially in the real-time domain (e.g., computer games). For example, several plugins have been developed for most Game Engines that allow game designers to graphically author such high-level behaviours, using standard industry methods such as Behaviour Trees and FSMs (Finite State Machines). Examples of that include the nodeCanvas tool by Paradox Notion [Par] and Behavior Designer by Opsive [Ops] for the Unity Game Engine, and the Behaviour Trees system that is integrated into the Unreal Game Engine [Enga]. Several studios also develop their own custom tools and pipelines to author high-level behaviours for characters, such as the procedural Play-as-Anyone system developed by Ubisoft for the Watch Dogs Legion video game [Ubi].

2.4. Summary

In conclusion, we have seen two ways of describing the high-level behaviours of virtual agents: specifying agendas, and agent desires. Specifying agendas contains the simpler task of defining spawn and exit locations. Past literature has achieved authoring of such locations by employing grid-based approaches (e.g., maps), which benefit both crowd diversity (agents come and go from and to different locations) and environment manipulation. We also reviewed the methods enabling description and editing of agents’ agendas, which normally consist of a series of predefined actions or tasks. For this, developing agent profiles or roles is quite common. When wishing to describe such schedules, authoring via scripting is widely used.

Contrary to describing some predefined, task-oriented agenda, some researched ways to make agents more human-like by incorporating the concept of desires. Definition and manipulation of such desires by the user, reflects the more psychological side of agents’

Figure 8: Scripting of the “move” action, moving to a goal position (pedestrian behaviour), obeying traffic lights (constraint), shown in (a), (b), and (c) respectively, taken from [KSRF11].

Figure 9: Drag-and-drop interface for creating a Story Arc, taken from [KSS∗16].

faces of [KFS∗16, KSS∗16] are suited to non-experts and trade-off ease of specification and autonomy of behaviour generation.

Another piece of work by Durupinar et. al. [DPA∗11] attempts to create different trajectories which correspond to certain personality traits. Their mapping of low-level parameters to such personality traits aids the authoring process, allowing untrained authors to use the system and create motion variety in a controlled manner. The control they provide has an apparent effect on additional crowd simulation levels apart from high-level behaviours, such as the local movements. Figure 10 illustrates the personality factors which reflect agent behaviours and act as inputs to the used Ocean personality model. Best et al. [BNCM14] consider the psychological aspect of personal space as a way to affect the distance an agent keeps from others.

Later work by Durupinar et al. [DGAB15] incorporates personality and emotion to reflect the different crowd types, from audiences to mobs. They aim to give users the ability to author such types, creating several scenarios (e.g., protests, and sales) by utilising the Ocean personality model; this work on high-level behaviours influences other levels as well such as local movements and path-planning. Sinclair et al. [SL15] attempt to incorporate both personality and emotional traits into their framework. The framework takes as inputs these traits and maps them to model parameters, affecting both the local movements and path-finding.
intelligence. Such desires might correspond to their ambitions or intentions (e.g., rob a bank). Scripting is used for authoring such desires, but also recent approaches have incorporated some more user-friendly interfaces (e.g., drag-and-drop) to facilitate the creation of complete narratives. It is common that frameworks tackling the authoring of high-level behaviours infiltrate other simulation components; this demonstrates the significance of high-level parameters.

3. Path-planning

Another authorable component of crowd simulation is path-planning. This section aims to describe an intermediate level of control between high-level behaviours and local movements. For the purposes of this survey, we limit the high-level behaviours category to include the actions and movements stemming from intelligent virtual agents that have a sense of purpose. On the other hand, local movements correspond to agent decisions made on a frame-by-frame basis. Therefore, this category refers to high-level user control affecting the agents on a global scale, not requiring, however, purposeful agents and merely sufficing to agents with desires of following certain paths. Perhaps this is the first aspect we seek to control e.g., the paths followed by the characters, which is important for the development of meaningful and controllable crowds.

Describing such paths is particularly important in cases of complex virtual environments, endless crowds (not limited to a certain time-window), and for achieving heterogeneity. The task of authoring the aspects of path-planning is fundamental to the majority of applications, from entertainment (e.g., movies and games) to simulation systems and training exercises.

In this section, we present the state-of-the-art in this area and we consider: authoring global paths (i.e., flows and formations); authoring trajectories; user-control given by patch-based methods; and controlling the path-planning strategy.

3.1. Global Paths

The first aspect of the editing and specification of global paths includes describing flows, and formations. For both, such user descriptions imply a global, collective desire to either follow a path or move in a coordinated manner. Since the inputs come from the author in the form of more high-level specifications, the agents still need to plan their paths explicitly.

3.1.1. Flows

When dealing with virtual crowds, we typically seek to control the movement of a large number of crowd members, even the whole crowd, without explicitly having to specify individual paths. Such approaches have been explored through the years, to allow user specification of crowd flows, or group flows within crowds. In most techniques, the motion of agents is subject to the existence of some type of velocity field (e.g., flow and navigation field). Therefore, flow control stems from the ability to define and manipulate such fields, either through direct interaction or through comprehensive and practical interfaces. In the literature, there have been several methods attempting to provide this level of control to users, delivering a range of suitable interfaces such as sketching, mapping and graph-based.

Early work in this area by Chenney et al. [Che04] formulates the idea of flow tiles, and provide a natural interface to define such flow fields. Placing crowd members in the environment, the agents are influenced by the current flow field and guided toward the desired path. Figure 11 illustrates an example of such flow tiles, which achieve divergence-free velocity fields, and are successful in populating large environments in an easy and relatively quick manner. Later, Jin et al. [JXW08] again work with the concept of vector fields, allowing user specification via combinations of RBFs (Radial Basis Functions). They employ a sketch-based approach for inputting arrows to drive the crowd motion, by assigning velocities at certain anchor points. The resulting velocity field is an interpolation of the impact of anchor points. The method facilitates instant feedback coming from the interactive manipulation of these points, and proves useful for handling large crowds at interactive rates.

In the 2010s, Park et al. [Par10] reinvent the role of control particles for guiding crowd flow. Specifically, they establish a potential field controlled by the trajectories of the control particles, successfully driving massive crowds while retaining the advantages of both key-framing and dynamic potential fields. The trajectories of the control points are defined through an intuitive interface, shown in Figure 12, along with the derived gradient fields. By construction, this method also enables more sophisticated crowd manipulation, such as group separation. Additionally, Patil et al. [PBC+11] utilise navigation fields allowing authoring in two ways. Firstly, through a sketch-based interface, and secondly, by inputting flow fields corresponding to real-world crowds. In other work, Kang and Kim [KK14] adapt an alternative method for generating flow fields, which makes use of vector paintings, while Barnett [Bar14] use a Reeb graph to extract topology and create moving crowds in environments, at maximum capacity.

Data-driven methods such as in [JCP10] manage to extract information from source data, learning both a trajectory and a formation model that interact with each other. Users can define these trajectories, forcing groups of agents to follow the predefined paths (Figure 13).

More recently, Gonzalez and Maddock [GM17] employ navi-
3.1.2. Formations

Group formation control is an additional aspect of authoring, investigated in literature. The goal is to intuitively and quickly describe the desired formation, then letting the system translate these descriptions to global paths while preserving the neighbouring relationships of agents within the selected group.

In early works on authoring formations, Takahashi et al. [TYK09] take keyframe formations and interpolate between them using spectral analysis. The input formations are extracted from video data, and then edited by the user to reflect their desired shape. The process concludes with the interpolation of these keyframes, as illustrated in Figure 15.

An alternative way to describe the desired group formation is the specification of formation boundaries ([GD11]). This is supported by intuitive and expressive interfaces such as the sketch-based one in [GD11], allowing to draw the target formation shape. Their method uses the novel concept of formation coordinates to preserve the adjacent naturalness of agents, when they change their position to match the target formations. Again using formation coordinates, later work by Gu and Deng [GD13] allow for the sketching of formation boundaries, or authoring target formations via a brush metaphor. In contrast, Henry et al. [HSK14] employ a multi-touch device to obtain a deformable mesh in an attempt to provide formation control, while taking environment into considera-
tion. This produces a single-pass algorithm which enables authored crowds in complex environments. Conversely, Xu et al. [XWY∗ 14] do not use an intuitive interface, but present a system controllable by the user at several stages, such as target formation, overall direction and agent movement control.

Additionally, Allen et al. [APKM15] highlight the usefulness of sketch-based tools for authoring as it achieves formation control for heterogeneous crowds and more complex goals via sub-group sketching and increased number of input strokes. Their system supports both formation and flow control (Figure 16).

3.2. Trajectories

The methods used for guiding crowds and controlling group flows often result in homogeneous crowd movement, without enough motion differentiation among agents to provide the feel of a realistic natural-moving crowd. By design, velocity fields occupying the moving space do not facilitate movement diversity. Inspired by the need to produce such variations, there is some literature dedicated to allowing manipulation of the trajectories of individual agents.

Some research adjusted the concept of grid-based vector fields to enable the specification of individual paths. For instance, Metoyer and Hodgins [MH03] create potential fields according to user input in the form of desired paths, sketched via an interface shown in Figure 17. The path-following is then performed by exerting forces for the individual trajectories. To alleviate the authoring burden, this method stores user examples and implements a learning-based method to provide suggestions for future situations. Another example of reactive path-following for individual trajectories is the method in [OO09]. Similarly to Metoyer and Hodgins, Oshita and Ogiwara [OO09] deliver a sketch-based interface, translating example paths to a set of parameters which correspond to the desired animation.

Recently, interaction fields by [CvTZ∗ 22] use an intuitive sketch-based tool for authoring the paths as well as the orientation of agents. This gives users artistic freedom since it provides a set of basic tools and tools for complicating the results according to the artists’ knowledge and desires.

3.3. Patch-based methods

Another family of methods dealing with manipulation of paths are patch-based methods. These approaches are data-driven and grant authoring control to users in terms of manipulating the trajectories and local interactions temporally and spatially, as well as defining the scale of the resulting virtual crowd (e.g., stitching patches together), hence comprising a separate concept from Section 3.2.

The pioneer work has been the Motion Patches method, introduced by Lee et al. [LCL06]. They construct environmental building blocks from annotated data, achieving highly-realistic results and interactive performance. Since this is a data-driven method, authoring-wise there is the option of altering the data, for example changing a user-defined parameter affecting data clustering. Still, the main authoring tool emerging from this method is the ability to interactively design the virtual crowd according to user preference, by creating, stitching and editing the motion patches. Expanding on this idea, Kim et al. [KHHL12] further study the tiling of motion patches, achieving dense interaction between multiple characters with interactive user control (Figure 18). By a simple drag-and-drop of the manipulation handles, the user can alter the trajectories accordingly. This concept has inspired further research ([SKSY08, YMPT09]). Focusing on solving multi-character interactions, Interaction Patches by Shum et al. [SKSY08] expand a game tree and store the resulting precomputations to use at run-time. The high-level user control offered by this method concerns the selection of action patterns, affecting both the agent’s path and the interactions with other agents.

However, the most used patch-based method, incorporated for the development of sophisticated authoring tools, is Crowd Patches by Yersin et al. [YMPT09]. They can edit trajectories e.g., by mov-
ing the crowd patches, making them longer or cutting them. Crowd Patches also enable temporally controlling the agents, in the sense of defining when the agents enter and exit a certain patch. The concept of crowd patches has been utilised in further research ([JPCC14,JCC∗15]). Crowd Sculpting by [JPCC14] introduces and integrates space-time mutable elastic models, yielding an authoring tool for creating large, endless, moving crowds. This is done via intuitive deformation gestures such as bending and stretching, as demonstrated in Figure 19. Jordao et al. [JCC∗15] utilise the crowd patches approach to guide the crowd through the environment. They enable the specification of such flows via a painting interface, providing an artistic tool suited to untrained users.

3.4. Planning strategy

Path-planning algorithms can be split into families of techniques such as: state-space search, potential fields, and sampling-based ([PKL08]). Changing the parameters of the path-planner to incorporate considerations of congestion and stress, for example, will have a significant impact on how the agents will navigate, thus comprising an additional component of authoring paths.

Navigating through virtual environments requires: knowledge of the desired location; some representation of the environment; and certain factors used to evaluate how good a computed path is. Initially, path-planning algorithms were considering factors such as shortest distance to desired location. This, however, is not representative of the real-world as other factors also affect such decision-making process. Earlier work by Pelechano et al. [POSB05] use a psychological model to account for factors such as stress, emotion and motivation. These factors affect the path-planning capabilities of individual agents, for instance in terms of orientation.

Environmental factors could also influence agent paths such as agent density ([JCC∗15, BNCM14, PAB07, BP15, LCM∗17, HOD15]) or temperature comfort requirements ([CJM∗18]). These are included under the comfort criterion, instigating motions towards greater comfort, instead of predefined locations. Pelechano et al. [PAB07] present their HiDAC (High-Density Autonomous Crowds) system in which mental state parameters, such as impatience, affects the path-planning strategy in the sense that it would cause them to avoid routes with high densities. Additionally, by breaking the task down to smaller sub-tasks and employing multiple domains of control, Kapadia et al. [KBG∗13] managed to incorporate density and apply their method in dynamic environments. Barnett [Bar14] uses a Reeb graph to infer topology so as to consider congestion and control the flow of crowds.

Another factor which affects navigation is the interests of the agents. In many cases, these are reflected via avoiding regions of interest in the environment. For example, Morini et al. [MYMT07] define areas of various levels of interest, which are indicated by the user through parameter specification. Following a similar concept, McIlveen et al. [MMHR16] support the specification of areas of interest, forcing the agents to change their path to visit such areas while still moving towards their goals.

Expanding on this, altering the environment also influences the planning strategies of agents. These changes do not have an impact on the factors used in the cost function of the planner, but still give authors the necessary control over the environment, either by allowing changes off-line or in real-time. Paris et al. [PDB06] construct a hierarchical abstract graph to create agents capable of responding to changes in the environment setup. Virtual environments might also include forbidden or hidden areas. Ninomiya et al. [NKS∗14] deal with authoring these environmental aspects focusing on agents avoiding being seen or passing through certain designated regions by employing a graph-based approach to find such constraint-aware paths. Another direction attempts to bridge the gap between path-planning and path following (local) by allowing control over the time component ([NLS14, KSHF09]). In particular, Kapadia et al. [KSHF09] address this issue using affordance maps in an egocentric manner.

3.5. Industry software

Most industry-developed tools, provide their own implementations of an A* path planner on top of a Navigation Mesh representation of the movable space. Authoring-wise, the majority of such systems do not allow for the modification of the path planning cost function, which is the fundamental way of modifying the planning strategy. Most of these however, allow for limited implicit control of the strategy, by modifying agent-related properties such as the agent radius, maximum step-size or inclination the agent can move on, etc ([Unic, Enge, Hav]). These parameters affect the generation of the Navigation Mesh (walkable area) which, in turn, affects how agents can move in the environment. An illustration of the effect of modifying three of such parameters on the resulting Navigation Mesh is shown in Figure 20. These systems also allow for minor editing of the Navigation Mesh such as linking its vertices in order to allow for agents to jump (for example) between separate meshes.

Several commercial softwares that are used in the movie industry [Goa, MAS], allow for direct control of the flow/formation of groups of characters by sketch-based interfaces (i.e. artists draw paths/flows). In these applications, authors typically care for full control of crowds in specific shots, and therefore the generated crowds are simulated for a short duration of time and satisfy artists’ requirements precisely.
In real life, apart from accounting for our long-term goals and making an appearance with \[ PPD07\]. Velocity-based approaches in- vice looking at several options for future velocities, evaluating fied in the overwhelming majority of crowd simulation systems. Therefore, past research has explored several ways to improve collision avoidance strategies between agents and static objects, dynamic objects, and other moving agents. However, most of them are fully automated, not giving authoring privileges to the user. A lot of the current systems usually use the functionalities of game engines for this task. For further information on collision avoidance algorithms and the recent advancements, the reader is referred to \[ vTP21\]. For the scope of this survey, we focus on work allowing some degree of user intervention.

**Force-based.** Early works on collision avoidance, develop, employ and build upon force-based approaches which are conceptually straightforward. In principle, this family of approaches deals with how to best define the forces subject to which each agent moves, so that the resulting movements are collision-free. Helbing and Molnar [HM98] initiated the research in this area by assigning attractive and repulsive forces to the agents, creating a SFM (Social Force Model). Later on, predictive methods gained popularity with [KHvBO09]. Authoring such avoidance strategies mainly re-gards controlling the parameters of the prediction algorithm, such as time and distance to collision. In particular, Karamouzas et al. [KHvBO09] employ a collision prediction algorithm on a SFM, given the time-to-collision, thus allowing users to control the way agents avoid each other by manipulating this prediction parame- ter. Zanlungo et al. [ZIK11] also make use of the time-to-collision parameter, while Karamouzas et al. [KSG14] employ a universal power law that is based on energy minimisation affected by the projected time-to-collision.

**Velocity-based.** In the late 2000s velocity-based approaches made an appearance with [PPD07]. Velocity-based approaches in-volve looking at several options for future velocities, evaluating them based on a set of criteria, and allowing the agents to move

### 3.6. Summary

Summarising, guiding a group of agents by authoring the desired flow has been successfully used in practice, producing large crowds moving with other crowd members in a coordinated manner. The authoring tools for this are significantly advanced, facilitating the use by non-experts. Commonly used interfaces include sketching of arrows, which is both efficient and easy. Some methods for flow control offer additional functionalities either in the form of automatic collision avoidance or authorable components such as lane formations. Explicit control of group formations has also been explored, with the state-of-the-art managing to reflect the de-sired formations with sufficient detail. Authoring such formations is widely addressed via sketch-based interfaces, mainly necessitat- ing the sketching of formation boundaries.

Designing global paths mostly leads to uniform behaviours. In an attempt to introduce some autonomy and variety, other research focused on controlling the paths of individual agents independently. Drawing arrows or dragging gestures are the common authoring tools for this task. Patch-based approaches are a special category allowing multiple types of high-level user control, from entry/exit points to environment/crowd design. Commonly-used interfaces for authoring in the context of patch-based approaches are drag-and-drop interfaces, but there are some crowd-patch inspired approaches also employing gesture-based and painting-based interfaces.

The last aspect of path-planning that we discussed is the planning strategy and the degree to which it can be authored. Integrating fac-tors into the path-planning framework enables authors to guide the decision-making process of the agents by controlling these factors either manually (i.e. parameters) or via an API. Such control is use-ful when agents need to navigate by considering their surroundings while reaching a pre-defined destination, also having some intuition (criteria/factors) as to how to do it. High-level behaviours impact this level in terms of the criteria considered for path-planning; emotional states and intelligent behaviours change the way the agents move to reflect these attributes.

### 4. Local Movements

In real life, apart from accounting for our long-term goals and needs, we need to perform some lower-level, short-term tasks to satisfy those needs. As with real life, virtual agents must prepare to deal with local movements like collision avoidance, local be-
More recently, Ji and Han [JH15] present a novel velocity-based method inspired by real-life humans for local collision avoidance, based on the least-effort principle. Karamouzas et al. [KNSG17] show that other techniques do not respond well to changes in the time horizon, whereas their proposed optimisation-based method is robust. Additionally, Van Toll and Pettré [vTP19] employ a novel topology-driven method to detect potential collisions and trigger a re-planning process. Through adjusting the re-planning time parameter, the user gains implicit control over the avoidance strategy.

**Vision-based.** In contrast to approaches we reviewed so far, when humans perform collision avoidance they do not assume a global knowledge of their surroundings, but they get their strategies based on the visual information they receive. This gives rise to vision-based approaches (War06, PRY13). The novel vision-based method introduced by Ondrej et al. [OPOD10] reflects this phenomenon by predicting collisions from visual stimuli. Their method is reactive and depends on certain user-controlled attributes, such as anticipation time and security distance from obstacles. Users adapt these parameters by setting the corresponding weights, directly affecting the avoidance behaviour of the agents. Extending the work on vision-based steering, Dutra et al. [DMCN17] introduce a gradient-based solution and give users authoring rights via the movement and obstacle cost functions. The changeable parameters, again affect anticipation time and minimum distance to obstacles, influencing the avoidance strategy directly (Figure 21). In addition, methods using optical flow and light, are governed by a control function to enable agent movement ([LCMP19a], [LCMP19b]). In that, authors can assume control of the functions’ parameters to impact the avoidance strategy. For instance, Lopez et al. [LCMP19b] enable parameter tweaking resulting in varied adaptation times and freedom as to detour exploration.

**Data-driven.** More recently, data-driven and learning-based methods have received increasing interest from numerous domains. For the purposes of collision avoidance, literature has taken advantage of such methods to alleviate the need for “handcrafting” rules or functions. The most intuitive way to use data for learning purposes is via searching datasets. In particular, Charalambous and Chrysanthou [CC14] build a perception-action graph to represent a clustering of the data, which facilities searching the database. On the authoring aspect, except for changing the input data, any change in the resulting graph such as the neighbours considered and the temporal representation, leads to different simulation outcomes. Following the concept of clustering, Zhao et al. [ZTC13] use simulated data and employ an ANN (Artificial Neural Network). For this family of methods, altering the dataset of examples, gives authors the power to significantly affect the outcome ([BKS15, RXX21]).

Additionally, real-life data can be utilised by deep learning networks. Most work focuses on character animation, but research like [AGR16] and [GJF18] use deep learning for trajectory prediction in the context of multiple characters (LSTM and GAN respectively). Most deep learning models aim to fully automate the learned behaviours, with user intervention being at the selection of the criteria based on which the network learns, which are usually fixed and defined before training. In the case of [AGR16] and [GJF18] the network is trained to minimise trajectory deviation from ground truths, and a variety loss to produce diverse, socially-accepted behaviours, respectively. Reinforcement learning (RL) comprises another set of learning-based methods, for which users define the reward function. In recent research on RL, Casadiego and Pelechano [CP15] address the collision avoidance aspect by penalising when agents get too close to obstacles through the rewards function. Recently, Haworth et al. [HBM20] use deep RL attempting to provide fully integrated physical character control. However, this is the lowest level of user control and for authoring purposes, this implicit control does not suffice for intuitive manipulation and description according to the users.

**4.1.1. Mental state**

Sometimes, to ease the process of specifically understanding how each of the parameters of the local movements affects the look and appearance of the simulation, researchers created some additional layer of psychological aspects that is mapped to these low-level parameters, enabling the user to then simply define a smaller set of parameters, which are easier to understand e.g., aggressiveness.

This is a typical attempt to reduce the number of parameters that the user has to specify to get a desired local movement result.
4.2. Local interactions

Apart from the avoidance strategy, an additional aspect of local movements, which can be edited to conform to the user’s specifications, is local interactions. Here, we turn our attention to methods which provide some control over how agents interact with each other or react to the environment, still preserving their global goals. Therefore, we look at interactions locally, having short-term effects. Mainly, we study group behaviours and environment interactions, in the context of authoring.

4.2.1. Group dynamics

Although agents may share common global goals, locally there is still the possibility to model agents’ social behaviours. This mainly involves examining group formation, following behaviour and flow. A pioneer in the domain of such group formations is [Rey87, Rey99] with later work exploring force-based methods as well as other innovative approaches ([MPG*10]). Although literature often focuses on finding ways to automatically model such formations to capture the underlying social implications, our focus is on the controllable components of such systems giving authoring capabilities to users.

In particular, Qiu et al. [QH10] offer explicit control over the resulting group formations via user-defined matrices relating to the incentive of agents to follow and influence others. Other model parameters provide authoring capabilities for formation details such as distances between agents within a group. Following the concept of providing control through user-specified matrices, Ren et al. [RCB*17] base their method on velocity obstacles and enable the authoring of local interactions within groups via relation matrices. An important attribute of the method is the dynamic manipulation of the controllable parameters, achieving authoring at run-time. Figure 22 demonstrates the effect of one such parameter (group weight) and how authors can use it to force groups not to break into clusters when densely interacting with other groups. This allows for more realistic, socially-plausible virtual crowds.

4.2.2. Following behaviours

More recently, more automatic ways for group emergence have been studied ([LA15, hPN*16]). User intervention for these methods is limited to parameter manipulation. In particular, He et al. [hPN*16] concentrate on group emergence and pass authoring control to users, who can dynamically change number, shape, and size of the groups. Their method adapts to changes in the environment to handle large, dense crowds. Another category of literature, emerged in the 2010s, studies the speed adaptation of agents in scenarios necessitating following behaviours. In particular, Lemercier et al. [LJK*12] experimentally explore such interactions and build a model simulating them. Their model consists of changeable parameters corresponding to agents’ reaction times, density, and acceleration amplitude. This research deals with following behaviours in the context of circular queues. Additionally, van Goethem et al. [vGJCIG15] focus on local flows in order to allow agents both independent and coordinated behaviours. They achieve this by defining incentives and streams, with incentives reflecting the agents’ motivation to be a part of or leave a coordinated group.

4.2.3. Other local interactions

Apart from group dynamics, Sung et al. [SGC04] turn their attention to simulation-based method (not agent-based) to author the reactions of agents associated with their immediate environment and implement them by sampling a probability distribution. Figure 23 shows how a painting interface could be used to specify situations. Using such interface facilitates graphical control of the environment which, in turn, affects the way agents react, locally. Kapadia et al. [KSHF09] address space-time planning to account for complex interactions of agents with their immediate environment, other agents and objects. Using affordances and employing an egocentric method, they resolve these local interactions in complex situations e.g., deadlocks. Ju et al. [JCP*10] change the distribution of local interactions, and define those local behaviours so as to resemble some example provided beforehand. McIlvene et al. [MMHR16] create an authorable environment and provide a graphical interface which, among others, allows for specification of attraction and avoidance areas, encouraging agents to pass through these areas on the way to their goal through individual layers of FVFs.

4.3. Debugging and evaluation tools

In terms of real-time interfaces for evaluating and debugging simulation outputs, past work focused on local movements’ evaluation ([KSA*09, SKFR09, GvdBL*12, BKHF15, KSHG18]). For instance, Charalambous et al. [CKGC14] have a visual interface where you can see the simulation but also identify outlier behaviours with...
Figure 23: Example of specifying spatial (left) and non-spatial (right) situations via a painting interface, taken from [SGC04].

Figure 24: Outlier identification, from the video of [CKGC14].

regards to certain crowd attributes (Figure 24). Wolinski et al. [WGO*14] provide an optimization framework to find optimal parameters of simulators to match reference data for fair comparisons between simulators. More recently, Daniel et al. [DMH*21] combines feedback from experts (user evaluation) with metrics to form a quality function. However, we identify the need for evaluation of more high-level aspects of crowd simulations.

4.4. Industry software

Nowadays, the tendency to develop authoring tools for avoidance strategies in practice, is limited. The majority of frameworks and commercial software rely primarily on game engines’ functionalities for high performing automatic collision avoidance algorithms. Authoring abilities are limited to defining a small set of parameters reflecting (for example) the agent size, collision radius, distance to other agents, acceleration and velocities. For experienced users, some aspects of the collision strategy (i.e. time horizon) can be programmed explicitly. Typically, designers resort to using high-level behaviour tools (e.g., Behaviour Trees; see Section 2.3) to control local interactions such as group dynamics (e.g., following behaviours).

4.5. Summary

In summary, the avoidance strategies employed by the majority of literature are controllable by means of parameter manipulation. Avoidance techniques are advanced enough to be exploited in several applications which include complex environments with dynamic obstacles and agents moving in close proximity to each other. There are still some disruptors of realism linked to avoidance algorithms such as reversals. Allowing agents to stop via UIs or parameter manipulation, prevents them from turning unnecessarily and thus mitigates this issue to an extent. Incorporating mental state aspects is typically an attempt to reduce the number of parameters to be modified by the user, and to make the internal parameters of each model more transparent to the user.

Local movements can also refer to local interactions, the ways in which agents adapt their movements in accordance to environment changes or their intentions for participating in local, group behaviours. The authorable components for this, range from low-level parameters, to matrix specifications, to graphical interfaces (especially for reactions to environment changes). Current state-of-the-art is successful in accommodating local interactions and behaviours in meaningful environments like city streets, supermarkets, malls, and theatres.

5. Body animation

Yet another component for producing lively virtual crowds is animating the characters, thus creating 3D moving agents. To this end, motion capturing systems have been developed to aid the transformation from specified positions and velocities to seamless 3D movements. Recently, extracting information from data of real humans is used as the basis of 3D animation, since such information is essential both for creating animated avatars exhibiting simple behaviours (locomotion: walking, running), and adding variety to these avatars in terms of tasks and movement style. However, we note that the range and parameters of body motion variability to be taken into consideration, is not intuitive and thus is task-dependent.

Authoring animation refers to the ability to control aspects of it, which will lead to 3D animations conforming to the author’s wishes. In practical applications, several game engines offer motion or character templates to allow authoring at the animation level. Golaem’s commercial software revolves around composing assets representing categories of characters with similar characteristics. Since 3D animation is a visual criterion determining the believability and naturalness of the crowds, being able to author its aspects is of particular importance.

For the scope of this survey, we present two aspects of 3D animation which can be edited by users: the animation clips; and the motion variations. This section provides an explanation of the most popular methods used to author each aspect and discusses how such manipulations affect the animation.

5.1. Animation clips

Data-centric approaches include methods utilising motion capture or synthetic data. The main result is, in both cases, some type of database of animation clips. There has been an overwhelming amount of work on animation, but for the scope of this survey we focus on authoring. Users can edit the animation clips by blending or interpolating between them, as well as perform other operations such as rearranging and cutting them. It is, however, important to
note that finding the best blending method does not benefit authoring, since it affects the animation quality rather than the content. Additionally, the animation clips can be recomputed by changing the input data or editing the motion capture data e.g., via layering or splicing. Animation clips can also be used to construct some sort of data structure (e.g., motion graphs) to facilitate authoring.

5.1.2. Transitions

The other set of solutions, used for animating a crowd, are the motion graph approaches, introduced in [KGP02]. Instead of blending, these approaches do not directly modify the motion capture data, but set-up animation graphs and look into ways to choose transitions from one piece of motion to another. The analysis of the methods yielding the best transitions is outside of the scope of this survey, since they affect the quality rather than the content of animation. For authoring, users can control animation clips by rearranging and concatenating them ([RBCG04, KGP02, LCR'03]), or manipulating them according to certain constraints ([LS00]). Lee et al. [LCR'03] provide an interface through which the user can sketch the desired path, which constitutes the reference for finding the suitable animation clips, as seen in Figure 26.

More recently, an alternative way of selecting transitions between motion clips is Motion Matching, presented in [Cla16]. Instead of selecting transitions prior to the implementation, Motion Matching allows control over which animation clips by modifying the predicted trajectory, adjusting the influence of past paths, as well as defining the set of joints to be considered by the matching algorithm. This indirectly affects motion diversity; when only considering feet joints, the system searches a wider space of possible clips. As with other methods in this section, changing the database also influences the associated animation.

The field of animation is very large, with successful work on authoring animations being done by research labs like Disney (e.g., with [Res]), allowing for drawings and gestures to exaggerate movement or several refinements and corrections. However, these mostly focus on one character at a time and have not been easily extended to crowds so far. Some work has been done for small groups of two-three characters (e.g., [SKY07, KCPS08]). Recent work Starke et al. [SZZK21] develops a learning-based method for a two-person martial arts simulation, achieving high-quality results and allowing control over the affected body parts.

Although literature on animation is vast, in research there is not a lot of work attempting to provide authoring privileges over the animation of crowds. The most common way to author animations for crowds, revolves around explicitly triggering animations. Ulicny et al. [UCO04] use a brush metaphor to trigger animations according to brush operators (Figure 27). The users can apply these brush operations on a selected group of characters, forcing them (for example) to transition from walking to running. Additionally, Beacco et al. [BPKB15] utilise animation clips to allow characters to take different footsteps, following a footstep trajectory. They determine the best interpolation of animations to get feet correctly located over the terrain. This applies to groups and crowds, and authoring relies on inputting animation clips to provide as much variety of footsteps as possible, to get better interpolating positions.

**Figure 25:** Effect of using different input data on the learned latent space, taken from [GMHP04]

**Figure 26:** User interface, taken from [LCR'03]. Through search of the captured data (top left), a series of suitable motion clips are selected (bottom left) to match the sketched path (right).
Figure 27: Visualisation of brush metaphor, taken from [UCT04].

...ment triggers also affect the animation, for example when the animation has physically-based components (e.g., uphill and downhill motion) and users change the outcome of the animation by changing the environment, without affecting the animation algorithm.

5.2. Motion variations

Most blending trees and motion graph approaches lead to uniform animations. Therefore, literature has dealt with a second perspective of 3D animation, adding variety, to enrich realism. This could pave the way for several interesting applications, such as creation-support systems for choreographers ([SBT10]). Motion variety and appearance variety are both important in the perceived realism of the crowd; however, we leave the discussion about visualisation aspects in Section 6. Several perceptual studies have investigated the perception of variety in virtual crowds, with the intention of revealing the key components affecting the perceived variety ([MLD*08, PO11]). The findings aim to provide the fundamentals for building motion templates useful to create believable, diverse crowds with minimal effort.

In a crowd setting, the need for motion variety among its members is even more prominent due to the presence of character interactions, which makes achieving believability even more challenging. Fitting behaviours by Lerner et al. [LFCC09] add secondary motions to the characters to make them more human-like by means of an action graph, storing examples obtained from videos. Their system facilitates authoring by providing control over the frequency of action occurrence and the frequency of specific actions. Additionally, Lacroix et al. [LMK09] utilise the concepts of norms to facilitate behaviour descriptions, and generate varied behaviours. The system enables the creation of behaviour violations, leading to unspecified behaviours, further enriching diversity.

In the 2010s, Gu and Deng [GD10] dealt with this issue, while allowing specification of parameters impacting local diversity, consistency, and global style utilisation. Maïm et al. [MYT09] vary the motion by having the characters holding a phone to their ear, using an IK-based system to adapt the characters’ postures. In more recent work, Hoyet et al. [HOKP16] address the perceived realism in dense, interacting crowds via incorporating shoulder motion for agents passing each other in close proximity.

Another beneficial characteristic is the ability to produce diverse animations, without the need to recapture data, but modify existing motions instead. Previous literature has studied this on a single-character level due to computational considerations, and addressed the topic either via PCA (Principle Component Analysis) or statistical methods. For the former, Min et al. [MLC10] present a simple interface allowing for authoring identity and style by dragging points. For the latter, Ma et al. [MXH’10] utilise a Bayesian network for obtaining multiple variations of user-specified style parameters.

5.3. Industry software

There are many tools dedicated to character animation; these typically integrate some motion databases and allow for authoring and editing character animations. However, an extensive discussion of these tools is out of the scope of this survey. Some of the most popular ones include Autodesk’s Maya ([Autb]), 3D Studio Max ([Autc]) and MotionBuilder ([Autc]), Reallusion’s iClone ([Reab]), Mixamo ([Ado]), etc. Several game engines also allow for the manual design of motion graphs between motion clips (e.g., Unity’s Mecanim system [Unib]), the creation of Blend Trees and more recently Motion Matching. In general, commercial software for editing animation clips usually allow a mixture of drag-and-drop interfaces with coding, enabling authors to access the scripting editor. There are plenty of tools for authoring animations going into much detail such as modifying the curves for each specific body joint. However, this requires some familiarisation with the system and so is limited to experts. In terms of motion variety, some commercial software (Golaem [Goa]) allows artists to define motion templates.

5.4. Summary

We have seen two main authorable aspects of body animation. The first has to do with the types of editing of animation clips, whereas the second is concerned with adding variety for increased realism, in a manner controllable by the user. Most common ways of authoring for this category include a combination of programming interfaces, gesturing, drag-and-drop, and coding conditions for transitions. Such interfaces could be adjusted to abide by high-level behaviours as they can be used to inform the animation and vice versa; the animation and available data could give rise to certain behavioural characteristics.

6. Visualisation

An additional component, critical to how virtual crowds are perceived, is the visualisation of characters. The visual aspect can significantly enhance the apparent variety among the crowd, give characters a sense of identity, and increase believability; authoring this component helps as to how the scenes are presented and perceived.

Many application domains utilise visualisation authoring as an easy way to increase realism. Computer games often turn their attention to appearance variations, changing the clothes, gender, and colours. In entertainment, especially in movies, the lack of control over these visualisations can heavily taint the essence of a particular scene. Having a realistic-looking crowd, directs the attention of the viewer to the intended plot (e.g., actions, emotions). Additionally,
authoring the visual aspect is important when it comes to audience perception. Perceptual evaluations highlight the relevance of the kind of realism in crowds; character-level, or group-level. Viewers’ attention is directed towards the content, rather than the appearance; if the crowd is poorly done, that will likely detract from the audience’s attention, whereas if the characters seem realistic, the audience will focus on the content of the simulation.

Here, we relate authoring such visualisations with the character and crowd characteristics which can be changed, prior to incorporating motion. Therefore, in this section, we talk about: skeleton and body mesh; textures and colours; and accessories.

6.1. Skeleton and body mesh

Humans 3D models are composed of two main components for representing the skeleton and the skin. The skeleton is a union of vertices that define important aspects of the character such as its height and length of extremities. The skin is represented by a 3D mesh that covers the skeleton. These components can be modified to generate a variety of characters from a single human model.

For instance, Maim et al. [MYTP09] allow designers to specify how to deform the character skeleton and skin for generating variations from a single body template. They use FatMaps which are extra grayscale UV textures for defining the areas that can be deformed in the shape variation process. Additionally, they can define the minimum and maximum scale parameters for tuning the skeleton’s joints. Similarly, Galvao et al. [GLD08] provide authoring tools for interactively generating displacement maps that define body mesh regions and skeleton vertices to be scaled, and their respective scaling values. These tools are employed directly over the body mesh, rendered using a brush metaphor. Furthermore, Kasap et al. [KMT09] derive variations of skinned human templates by identifying, deforming and sizing the different body regions using anthropometric body measurement standards. Then, the skeleton is adapted to the new body size. Moreover, they use Free Form deformation method to constrain the regions where the deformations will be performed. The next year, Kasap and Magnenat-Thalmann [KMT10] improved the previous method by employing a different segmentation body technique that uses the skeletal joints for identifying the body regions. Niswar et al. [NKFL12] present a customisation algorithm based on 12 human body measurements to modify the avatar’s shape by scaling its mesh’s vertices globally and locally.

In addition, Shi et al. [SOWO17] implement a data-driven approach to generate a variety of body shapes using the body measurements and demographic data available in the CAESAR database. They found, by conducting perceptual studies, that the height and girth (waist circumference) measurements were the most salient features that differentiate people from each other. Then, they used these attributes to distribute and select the set of data entries to be modeled as a 3D body shape. Moreover, Silva et al. [SdsDH19] generate variants of body meshes with different levels of obesity, using the body mass index (BMI) as parameter. Their model considers how each different body part is affected when the BMI parameter varies.

6.2. Textures and colours

Tinting the t-shirt, pants, skin and hair with different colours is a popular technique used to provide variety in a crowd simulation composed of a few unique character representations. The general approach consists of identifying and encoding the different body parts of the body mesh in base textures for applying random colours, considering the valid values for each body part.

Tecchia et al. [TLC02] combined texture compression with multi-pass rendering techniques to modify textures on the fly and display a diverse crowd of virtual humans. Their approach takes advantage of the alpha-channel for manually identifying, storing and colouring the different regions of the body. The body-parts identification and encoding process was performed using Autodesk 3DS Max. This technique has been widely accepted and employed for giving variety to crowds with few unique body meshes ([DHO05], [MLD’08]). Similarly, De Heras et al. [dHCSMT05] made a few grayscale base textures to create a variety of avatars differentiated by the colour of their clothing and accessories; this approach is based on alpha map channels encoding and deals with situations where triangles in the mesh template correspond to more than one region with different colours. The same year, De Heras et al. [dHCSMT05] extended their contribution by implementing the fragment shader; a hardware approach used to assign the colours to pixels, based again on the texture alpha-channel encoding. Moreover, to avoid unsuitable colours for specific body parts, they use the HSB colour model to control the variety of colours adequate for each body zone. Finally, they implemented a GUI providing facilities to author several aspects of the crowd, such as the human template, texture and define colour ranges for a body part.

Later work by Maim et al. [MYTP09] develop a different technique for encoding the body parts in the texture of human templates using a set of segmentation maps. This encoding method allows to associate a single texel with several body parts at the same time, improving visual aspect of the transitions between body parts. Gosselin et al. [GSM05] use per-pixel lighting technique to improve the details of the characters they render. Furthermore, they give variety to their crowd by combining a mask texture that indicates the different zones of the body with a small 2D texture that contains combinations for darkest and lightest tinting. Finally, they add random decal textures for uniforms to provide more unique characteristics to the crowd. Additionally, Ulicny et al. [UCT04] use their brush metaphor to give new scaled colours for the current texture to the selected characters in real time. An example of such operation is illustrated in Figure 28. Moreover, Golaem has a tool which allows for changing the appearance of a character using a statistics-based method using variations provided by the user.

6.3. Accessories

Accessories such as jewellery, watches, shopping bags, cellphones and wigs, can be modelled as small meshes. Adding accessories to humans templates is a method used to vary the shape of the body mesh and can significantly improve the variety of the crowd.

Maim et al. [MYTO9] attach accessories to skeletons in human templates (Figure 29). They model their accessories providing them with details for correct placing and orientation, according to each
specification of body shapes, easily and quickly. Also, there are tools (e.g., from Golaem) which facilitate to the artist as to what proportions of the population should have distributions of certain characteristics like accessories, giving control to the fine-tuning. Software used in the industry enables authoring the disease maps of five human templates, taken from [MYT09].

available human template’s mesh. Firstly, they define the skeleton joint for attaching the element, that can vary in some cases because of their height or any other physical aspect of the human template’s mesh. Secondly, they perform some transformations relatively to the attached joint, to make them perfectly coincide with the mesh. They also include an accessories categorisation of type and theme that ease the designer’s selection task when generating a population with specific characteristics. The same year, Maim et al. [MYTP09] extended their method including solutions for complex accessories (cellphones, bags, flowers, etc.) that require changes in the human’s animation by constraining the skeleton’s joints.

6.4. Industry Software

The practices for authoring the visualisation aspect of virtual crowds are pretty consistent throughout most of the current systems. More specifically, for systems like MakeHuman, Mixamo, and Character Creator ([Hum, Ado, Rea]), even for setting up your own avatar in game platforms, the process is typical: go through body parts and properties; for each of them go through drag-and-drop interfaces with some kind of GUI/sliders for specification and fine-tuning. Software used in the industry enables authoring the distributions of certain characteristics like accessories, giving control to the artist as to what proportions of the population should have them. Also, there are tools (e.g., from Golaem) which facilitate the specification of body shapes, easily and quickly.

6.5. Summary

Briefly, the authorable aspects of visualisation of crowds can be split into: skeleton and body mesh; textures and colours; and accessories. Generating variations of a small set of human templates enhances the believability and diversity of virtual crowds without increasing the high design and memory requirements. Defining the variations of such aspects, usually is achieved through interfaces which allow authors to identify and encode the different body areas in the skeleton, body mesh and textures and select the range of values over which these components can vary. Finally, the system follows the editing parameters to modify the original human template in render time and generate crowds with a variety of characters. Generally, visualisation is essential in communicating emotional state or personality characteristics to the audience, once again highlighting the impact of Section 2 on the remaining components.

7. Post-processing

The last component of crowd simulation is post-processing (i.e. editing the finished product). This refers to editing various aspects of the virtual crowd, without necessarily being familiar with the methods and processes followed to obtain that simulation. Instead, users can easily and effortlessly bypass the technical details and just deal with manipulating the end-result as they wish.

Post-processing is important to simulation systems, with the majority of applications benefiting from the ability to refine the produced crowd interactively. From movie scene visualisations to urban studies, editing allows for spotting and correcting errors easily, and enhances the authoring process by assisting the users to visualise their vision. In contrary to other sections, this is not limited to a single aspect, but can apply to all the previously discussed simulation components. In terms of editing high-level behaviours, Mathew et al. [MKMA19] support the adjustment of crowd behaviours after the development of the simulation. The types of adjustments that their system facilitates are in terms of density, goal destinations, and environment topology (Figure 4).

Perhaps one of the most common aspects of post-processing is the editing of agent paths. Post-processing also affects local movements, as several systems provide the ability to edit the movements parameters. Such parameters may correspond to temporal synchronisation and spatial deformations as well as other supplementary attributes such as velocity changes. It is also common for most systems which offer post-processing tools for local movements, to also support editing the agents’ paths.

A primary example is the method presented in [KHKL09], which enforces agent trajectories in the form of user-defined constraints in an optimisation framework. Laplacian motion editing is popular among literature to account for modifications of agent trajectories. Kim et al. [KHKL09] also turn their attention to synchronising characters, thus facilitating local interactions with agents and the environment. Through pinning positions and directions, their methods allow for further detailed authoring of such interactions as shown in Figure 30. Similarly, the method which is introduced in [KSKL14], offers a tool for controlling crowds interactively. The tool is straightforward and enables the manipulation of the temporal as well as the spatial aspect of the movement of the virtual
modify and correct potential unrealistic results derived from their general works dealing with formations, also allow the option of re-thoruing burden (i.e. the need to specify unimportant details). Several deals with temporal and spatial errors, further alleviating the author making use of Laplacian deformation. Their method automatically animations (Figure 31). To this end, they use a graph-based method, collected paths or stitch them together (for example) to produce longer where, via intuitive deformation gestures, users can deform selected scenarios, for instance. Additionally, they enable gesture-based deformation, achieving detailed authoring of agents in a small town environment. Another set of systems provides refining options. For instance, in the context of editing a set of paths affecting a group of agents, Kwon et al. [KLLT08] present a group motion editing technique where, via intuitive deformation gestures, users can deform selected paths or stitch them together (for example) to produce longer animations (Figure 31). To this end, they use a graph-based method, making use of Laplacian deformation. Their method automatically deals with temporal and spatial errors, further alleviating the authoring burden (i.e. the need to specify unimportant details). Several works dealing with formations, also allow the option of reforming these formations at run-time (XWY14, BSK15).

Another set of systems provides refining options. For instance, data-driven approaches as in [LCHL07] allow user intervention to modify and correct potential unrealistic results derived from their method. There are also some systems which, even though their primary goal is not the editing of the complete simulation, their interface allows for such post-processing. For example, McIlveen et al [MMHR16] utilise Block, Brush, and Eraser tools for refinement purposes through their user interface.

7.1. Summary

In summary, this section consists of approaches allowing for editing or refining the produced simulation. Post-processing operations impact several aspects of the simulation, with the most common being path refinement. There have been developed a wide variety of authoring tools for these kinds of operations, from coding to intuitive GUIs, with deformation gestures being among the most popular.

8. Discussion

Simulating crowds has been the focal point of plenty of research, exploring different components and going in-depth for each of them throughout the years. In this survey, we have seen that authoring takes many different forms, uses various metaphors, and focuses on several aspects of the crowd simulation pipeline. However, there exists no common framework for authoring the desired, final behaviour of crowds. This is mainly due to: (1) the complex pipeline involving multiple components, each with independent ways of being controlled, (2) the problem’s complexity; there exists a massive set of parameters to be controlled for large crowds, and (3) the assumptions as to how crowd simulation is achieved, making it harder to integrate into simulation pipelines. For the future of authoring virtual crowds, we direct the focus towards a more unified framework, built to facilitate all levels simultaneously; all components are interconnected: changes in one affect the others. Perhaps the most prominent section able to influence the rest, is high-level behaviours. As shown in Table 1, high-level behaviour parameters infiltrate other levels. For example, in the work by Durupinar et al. [DPA11], defining behaviours like impatience or leadership (Figure 10) affects how agents select paths and how they interact with other agents locally. This further emphasises the need for a standardised pipeline. It is also seen that intuitiveness of authoring depends on the tool used, from coding which requires expertise, to GUIs and sketch-based interfaces which are more user-friendly; the many natures of the authoring tools indicate the need for an abstract interface. Also note that, in research, the visualisation aspect takes many different forms, uses various metaphors, and focuses throughout the years. In this survey, we have seen that authoring tools for these kinds of operations, from coding to intuitive GUIs, with deformation gestures being among the most popular.

In this survey, we have discussed the different crowd simulation components individually, and also seen the interaction between them. For each component, there are some potential directions which will yield a more desirable outcome. We claim that for the high-level behaviours (Section 2) the use of drag-and-drop and map-based interfaces is good practice, avoiding the time-consuming process of tuning system parameters, which usually requires knowledge of a system-specific parameter set. However, there is still room for the development of scripting-free interfaces able to handle more sparse and high-level descriptions of agent...
profiles, making them usable by non-experts and expanding the expressiveness of the crowd e.g., finding a mapping between natural language and agent behaviours giving rise to intelligent and emotional agents, exhibiting subtle behaviours. For authoring the path-planning strategy (Section 3), so far, densities and environment are the main factors considered, which are controlled manually. This control is limited and requires effort, and so it would be interesting to explore how to incorporate other factors such as mental state, and provide more easy-to-use interfaces. This will lead to more intelligent, diverse crowds, easily controlled by the authors. Regarding local movements (Section 4), mental state parameters have been incorporated in some systems as an additional layer to further shrink the user-defined parameter set, and give clarity as to how parameter manipulation affects the end-product. To this end, past work usually allows user-control manually, while the industry resorts in automated methods (i.e. limited or no control). Psychological status has been included in some local movement algorithms, since these are easily perceived, but it could also be incorporated in path-finding and even in animations. For local interactions, involving agents being influenced by their immediate neighbours and adapting to the environment, users assume control of the implementation by programming, and less often via GUIs (for environment changes). Regarding the addition of motion variety in animation (Section 5), which is usually obtained by having motion templates or directly influencing models’ parameters, authoring is normally achieved again via drag-and-drop or programming. To further facilitate creativity and expressiveness when authoring, it would be highly beneficial to create interfaces with intuitive parameters, and sliders to define those parameters in addition to the gesture-based interfaces currently employed. Additionally, as discussed in Section 6, the visualisation component can be authored in terms of controlling templates, reflecting differences in: skeleton and body mesh; textures and colours; and accessories. A common practice is the employment of graphical interfaces allowing for selection of template variations and their distribution among the crowd. Lastly, several methods have been developed for post-processing operations, which might affect a single or multiple simulation aspects. We have seen that some systems exclusively focus on post-processing, whereas others integrate this aspect into their framework. Authoring this is dealt with a number of tools, often involving intuitive GUIs. In the future, it would be useful to have tools that allow specifying the details of selected aspects of some agents, while preserving the global aspect of the simulation.

Apart from potential improvements in authoring the individual components, we make some more general suggestions applicable to multiple components. We claim that data-driven methods still have unexplored potential in this field. For example, having agent profiles as inputs to data-driven algorithms to drive the simulation on top of the data. Currently, making changes implies the need for gathering data specific to the intended behaviours or tasks, which is hard to replicate. Blending behaviours as well as assuming control over the blending process and criteria will allow for authoring specified behaviours seamlessly. Additionally, even though complex simulations emerge from the interaction of many individual agents, it is difficult to have control at all levels. Defining high-level behaviour or appearance sometimes implies losing detail of the movement of a specific agent. Therefore, allowing to choose the level of control relevant to the author’s wishes is essential, and hence we suggest that the main direction for future research is allowing for different granularity of control. Last but not least, improving the transparency of the authoring parameters (i.e. being clear how changes in parameters affect the result) is also important. A primary example is the mental state or personality attributes of agents. We have seen how these can authored in terms of affecting the local movements, mainly avoidance. Even though few attempts have been currently made to incorporate mental state parameters into the planning strategy (PAB07, GKL11), due to the conceptual difficulties of mapping these inputs to easily perceived behaviours, finding a way to integrate them into both path-planning and animation will highly benefit the authoring process.

Overall, we find the urgent need for a clear pipeline and evaluation of these systems. The overlapping and interconnecting nature of the aforementioned levels fuels the need for such standardised framework. This is more prominent when considering high-level behaviours and how they impact multiple components, as well as influence actions both on an agent-based and crowd-based level. So far, the several types of methods developed (e.g., scripting or visual interfaces) to control certain parameters do not support the clear distinction of which and how each level responds to such control. A means to mitigate that would be creating abstract interfaces capable of linking the different levels. Preliminary examples could be UMANS in [vTGG20], where everybody has an action which is essentially a velocity, even Menge by [CBM16], which is however mostly for navigation purposes. On a related note, an attempt to formalise the standard animation pipeline is welcome. Some have attempted to provide explanations of this e.g., Van Toll and Pettré [vTP21]; high-level navigation waypoints and local interactions distinction. Of course, attempting any of this is a challenging undertaking, even more so when it comes to the evaluation of these proposition.

As an end note, we do emphasise the complexity of authoring virtual crowds. Since it comprises a tool to aid creativity and ease the process of generating crowd motion in various ways, it has a lot of artistic dimensions. Making this observation, we conclude that there is a lack of a proper evaluation framework. Our suggestion for a starting point regarding validating these propositions is communication between research and industry.
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